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Abstract: Especially for periods of drought, the higher the accuracy of reservoir inflow forecasting is,
the more reliable the water supply from a dam is. This article focuses on the probabilistic forecasting
of quarterly inflow to reservoirs, which determines estimates from the probabilistic quarterly
inflow according to drought forecast results. The probabilistic quarterly inflow was forecasted
by a copula-based Bayesian network employing a Gaussian copula function. Drought forecasting
was performed by calculation of the standardized inflow index value. The calendar year is divided
into four quarters, and the total inflow volume of water to a reservoir for three months is referred to
as the quarterly inflow. Quarterly inflow forecasting curves, conforming to drought stages, produce
estimates of probabilistic quarterly inflow according to the drought forecast results. The forecasted
estimates of quarterly inflow were calculated by using the inflow records of Soyanggang and Andong
dams in the Republic of Korea. After the probability distribution of the quarterly inflow was
determined, a lognormal distribution was found to be the best fit to the quarterly inflow volumes in
the case of the Andong dam, except for those of the third quarter. Under the threshold probability of
drought occurrences ranging from 50% to 55%, the forecasted quarterly inflows reasonably matched
the corresponding drought records. Provided the drought forecasting is accurate, combining drought
forecasting with quarterly inflow forecasting can produce reasonable estimates of drought inflow
based on the probabilistic forecasting of quarterly inflow to a reservoir.
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1. Introduction

The higher the accuracy of reservoir inflow forecasting is, the more reliable the water supply
from a dam is, especially for drought periods. Ensemble streamflow prediction (ESP) is a method
by which streamflow is forecasted [1–6]. ESP is a typical method of probabilistic forecasting that
combines initial conditions of a river basin with past weather conditions that can reappear in the future
to forecast basin runoff. The forecast results of ESP, however, are greatly influenced by the accuracy of
the watershed runoff model as well as the method used to assign weights to the flow scenarios [7].
ESP also assumes that the rainfall scenarios that occurred in the past will also occur in the future.
Because of this assumption, ESP can have limitations in properly forecasting severe droughts that have
not occurred in the past if the results are not adequately analyzed or combined with other techniques.

Bayesian networks are probabilistic models based on Bayesian theorem and were first developed
by the artificial intelligence and machine learning community [8,9]. Bayesian networks have
been increasingly used in studies of surface and groundwater management [10–16]. Recently,
Elidan [17] developed copula Bayesian networks, a marriage between the Bayesian network and copula
frameworks. Coupla as a multivariable probability distribution has recently been applied to complex
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hydrologic phenomenon with correlated variables such as flood analysis [18,19], deriving bivariate
rainfall frequency distributions [20], constructing a joint distribution between drought duration and
severity [21], characterizing drought events [22], and analyzing drought characteristics [23].

Most recently, Bayesian network has been applied as a forecasting method to forecast flows
and droughts. Shin et al. [24] used a Bayesian network to perform meteorological drought forecasts
and evaluate the accuracy of drought forecasts based on the weather observatories. Shin et al. [24]
concluded that drought forecasts that use Bayesian networks can be extended for use for not only
meteorological droughts but also hydrological droughts.

Madadgar and Moradkhani [25] proposed a copula-based Bayesian network to forecast the spring
flow (April–June) and droughts in the Gunnison River in the United Sates. They compared the spring
flow forecast with the results by ESP. They found the spring flow had high correlation with the previous
winter flow (January–March) and concluded the forecast uncertainty of their method is more reliable
than the ESP method. Their streamflow forecast method, however, is limited in its use to forecast
summer streamflow in monsoon areas like the Korean Peninsula. The copula-based Bayesian network
has a tendency to forecast flow proportional to the flow of the previous period, when the two flows
have a high correlation. Because of this tendency, the copula-based Bayesian network is not reliable in
forecasting summer flow mostly induced by random storms in a monsoon region. Nevertheless, the
probability distribution of the forecast flow, derived from a copula-based Bayesian network, provides
very useful information. If a procedure is devised to estimate a specific value of the random variable
of the forecast flow, the forecast flow still has meaningful information as the posterior distribution of
the random forecast flow.

Hence, we have devised a new approach to forecast quarterly flow defined by the flow volume
of three months that includes the two processes: the combining of forecasting quarterly flow using a
copula-based Bayesian network with drought forecasting; and how to select a specific value of the
probabilistic forecast flow according to the drought forecast result. That is, we prepared five specific
values on the distribution of each quarterly forecast flow that correspond to five specified drought
index values. If drought is anticipated for the next period, one adopts the forecast flow corresponding
to the flow of drought phase one step severer than the current phase. If no drought is forecast, one
adopts the flow of the normal phase.

A summary of the objectives of this study is to forecast the probabilistic quarterly inflow to dams
while taking drought forecast results into account. The quarterly inflow is defined by the inflow
volume of three months to a reservoir. The probabilistic quarterly inflows are forecasted using a
copula-based Bayesian network. The drought forecasting is performed by calculating a drought index.
We utilized the drought forecasting results to determine a value among the predefined values of
quarterly forecast inflow corresponding to drought phases.

2. Methodology

2.1. Procedures of Quarterly Inflow Forecasting

The following shows the overall procedures used to forecast a quarterly inflow to a reservoir
combining the copula-based Bayesian network method with drought forecasting: (1) a preparation
of a current quarterly inflow and its standardized inflow index (SII); (2) drought forecasting using
the SII from a Bayesian network (BN); (3) taking a quarterly inflow forecasting curve developed from
a BN considering the forecasted drought stage; and (4) determining a forecasted quarterly inflow
on the selected quarterly inflow forecasting curve. The following sections describe the details of the
above procedures.

2.2. Copula-Based Bayesian Network

Bayesian networks are probabilistic models that describe the conditional dependencies of a set of
random variables via directed acyclic graphs (DAG). A DAG represents the sequence of events in a
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direct ordering with no direct circuits. The random vector (x) that evolve over time (e.g., streamflow
or drought states) can be shown in a DAG and their probabilistic queries can be represented within
a Bayesian network. The joint probability density function of the set of random variables in vector
x (xt1 , xt2 · · · , xtn) forming a Bayesian network can be written as the product of individual density
functions conditional on their parent variables [25,26]. If the dependency ordering of random variables
exactly follows the temporal sequence, and the parent variables of xti is the set of all prior variables(

xti−1 , xti−2 · · · , xt1

)
, the joint probability density function of the x can be written as Equation (1).

f (x) = f (xt1 , · · · , xtn) = ∏
∀t∈T

f
(

xti |xti−1 , · · · , xt1

)
(1)

where Π is the product operator, xti is the random variable at time ti, and T is the length of the time
period over which the random variables evolve. That is the chain rule in the probability theory, and
the conditional probabilities from Equation (1) can be shown simply by introducing copulas as in
Equation (2) [25].

f
(

xtn |xtn−1 , · · · , xt1

)
=

c(utn , · · · , ut1)∏tn
i=t1

fxi (xi)

c
(
utn−1 , · · · , ut1

)
∏

tn−1
i=t1

fxi (xi)
(2)

where c is the copula density function, utn is the Fxn(xn), and f (·) is the density function of a marginal
distribution. A detailed description of copula-based Bayesian network is found in Madadgar and
Moradkhani [25].

In this study, Equation (3) was used to calculate the conditional probability of two successive
quarters’ inflows.

f ( xt2 |xt1) =
c(u2, ut1) fxt2(xt2) fxt1(xt1)

fxt1(xt1)
= c(u2, ut1) fxt2(xt2) (3)

where xt2 is the quarterly inflow to be forecast, and xt1 is the previous quarter’s inflow. In the
hydrological field, the Archimedean and elliptical families have been the main copula families.
Madadgar and Moradkhani [25] showed that the Gaussian copula is the most suitable for forecasting
the flow of the Gunnison River in the United States. Yoo et al. [27] used a copula function on Korean
weather observatories and performed bivariate frequency analyses for droughts. They presented
results showing that the Gaussian copula was the most suitable for the data from 32 of the 57 target
weather observatories. In this study, we selected the Gaussian copula as the copula function to calculate
Equation (3). The Gaussian copula is in the elliptical family, and it is easy to calculate compared to
other copula functions. This is because the parameters do not need to be estimated and it can be
calculated using only the correlation coefficient between two variables. The Gaussian copula equation
is as follows [28]:

c(u1, u2, · · · , un; R) =
1

|R|
1
2

exp
[
−1

2
u′
(

R−1 − I
)

u
]

(4)

where u = (u1, u2, · · · , un)
′ and ui = Φ−1(Fi(Xi)). The Φ−1(Fi(Xi)) is the inverse function of the

cumulative normal distribution function, and R is the correlation coefficient matrix made from ρ, the
correlation coefficient between two variables.

In this study, we used the probability distribution of the next quarter’s inflow calculated via
Equation (3) from the previous quarter’s inflow to make inflow forecasts. For example, Figure 1 shows
the probability distribution of the third quarter inflow of a reservoir when the second quarter inflow
is 100 × 106 m3, calculated using Equation (3). According to the probability distribution, when the
second quarter inflow is 100 × 106 m3, the third quarter inflow with the greatest probability density
function value is around 480 × 106 m3. The next-quarter inflow with the greatest probability density
function value is normally used as the inflow forecast value when drought forecasting is not performed.
A quarterly inflow prediction that incorporates drought forecasting will be explained later.
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Figure 1. An example of probability density function of the third quarter inflow conditioned on the
second quarter inflow of 100 × 106 m3.

2.3. Drought Forecasting Using Drought Index

If we take the forecast quarterly inflow as the value corresponding to the maximum of the
probability density function (as in Figure 1), we do not take drought occurrence into account. Because of
this, the drought forecasting for considering future droughts was performed by calculating the drought
index. The drought forecast is performed using the standardized inflow index (SII), which is one of
the drought indices. Many standardized indices have been introduced with a particular set of input
parameters [29–32]. Characterizing droughts with standardized indices is an attractive approach due to
consistency and flexibility developed by Mckee et al. [33]. The SII was developed by Gusyev et al. [32]
and uses the inflow of reservoir as an input parameter. Table 1 shows the categories of drought
stages using SII [34]. A negative SII is categorized as a drought and a smaller negative value means a
severer drought.

Table 1. Classification of drought severity by the range of standardized inflow index (SII).

SII Range Drought Category

2.00 ≤ SII Extreme wet
1.50 ≤ SII < 2.00 Very wet
1.00 ≤ SII < 1.50 Moderately wet
0.00 ≤ SII < 1.00 Near normal
−1.00 ≤ SII < 0.00 Mild drought (D1)
−1.50 ≤ SII < −1.00 Moderate drought (D2)
−2.00 ≤ SII < −1.50 Severe drought (D3)

SII < −2.00 Extreme drought (D4)

To calculate the SII for each quarter, we must first determine the probability distribution of the
quarterly inflow. A set of distributions is tested to find the best one fitted to the quarterly inflow.
The following five distributions are considered in this study: lognormal, gamma, Gumbel, Weibull,
and Gaussian distributions. The method of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to estimate
the parameters of each distribution. To find the best distribution fitted to the quarterly inflow, the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test [35] is applied. The K–S test returns the Dn value, which is the
maximum value among the differences between the theoretical cumulative probability distributions
derived from estimated parameters and the probability distributions derived from observed data.
The value of Dn is limited by the number of data values and the significance level of α. A probability
distribution in which Dn is calculated to be beyond these values is considered to be inappropriate
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for the data. In this study, we compared the Dn of several probability distributions and chose the
probability distributions with the smallest calculated Dn as the quarterly inflow probability distribution.
If an optimal probability distribution is determined for each quarterly inflow, it is possible to fit the
quarterly inflow to a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the each quarter’s distribution. Then,
the fitted CDF is converted to the standardized normal distribution. The SII value is computed as the
standard score, or Z-score, of the corresponding quarterly inflow [36]. The conversion equations from
the CDF, H(x), to the Z-score are as follows.

Z = SII = −
(

t− c0 + c1t + c2t2

1 + d1t + d2t2 + d3t3

)
, 0.0 < H(x) ≤ 0.5 (5)

Z = SII = +

(
t− c0 + c1t + c2t2

1 + d1t + d2t2 + d3t3

)
, 0.5 < H(x) ≤ 1.0 (6)

t =

√√√√ln

(
1

(H(x))2

)
, 0.0 < H(x) ≤ 0.5 (7)

t =

√√√√ln

(
1

1− (H(x))2

)
, 0.5 < H(x) ≤ 1.0 (8)

where the approximation coefficients have the following values: c0 is 2.515517; c1 is 0.802853; c2 is
0.010328; d1 is 1.432788; d2 is 0.189267; d3 is 0.001308 [37].

If the quarterly SII is calculated through the process above, Equation (3) is used to calculate the
probability distribution of the next quarter’s SII from the previous quarter’s SII. The non-exceedance
probability of the next-quarter SII probability distribution in which the SII is less than or equal to
zero is the probability that a drought will occur in the next quarter. For example, Figure 2 shows the
probability distribution of the third quarter SII of a reservoir when the second quarter SII is −1. Here,
the area of the shaded part is the probability that the SII is less than or equal to zero in the third quarter.
Drought forecasting is performed by comparing the probability that the SII is less than or equal to zero
and the threshold probability of drought occurrence. If the probability of a drought occurring next
quarter exceeds the threshold probability of drought occurrence, then a drought is predicted for the
next quarter, otherwise a drought is not predicted.
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2.4. Quarterly Inflow Forecasting Combined with Drought Forecasting

If we want to forecast the quarterly inflow using the drought forecast results, we must estimate the
quarterly inflow, which represents each drought stage. To do this, we estimated the quarterly inflow
forecasting curves conforming to drought stages. The quarterly inflow forecasting curves conforming
to drought stages are estimated through the following method:

(1) Use the probability distribution of the next quarter inflow (like that in Figure 3) to calculate the
cumulative probability that corresponds to a specific inflow of the next quarter.

(2) Use the cumulative probability to calculate the SII.
(3) When the calculated SII is the same as the lower bound value of each drought stage, set the

corresponding quarterly inflow as the quarterly inflow that represents that drought stage (for D4,
the inflow where the SII is −2.5).

(4) Repeat Steps (1) to (3) for all quarters and quarterly inflows.
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Figure 3. Example of estimating representative quarterly inflows corresponding to lower bounds of SII
ranges of drought stages.

If quarterly inflow forecasting curves conforming to drought stages are made, we must determine
which curve will be selected to forecast the quarterly inflow when a drought has been forecasted. If a
dam is being operated, especially for the purpose of municipal and irrigation water supplies, a drought
over two successive quarters can incur damage to societies. Furthermore, continuous droughts in the
second and third quarters may cause a limit on water supply due to the climate characteristics of Korea
where rain is concentrated in the third quarter. In this study, if a drought occurred in the previous
quarter and a drought is forecasted for the following quarter, the following quarter’s forecast inflow
is determined through the quarterly inflow forecasting curve of the drought stage one stage severer
than the drought stage of the previous quarter. On the other hand, if a drought is not forecasted, the
quarterly inflow with the largest probability density function value is used as the following quarter’s
inflow forecast value, as explained in Section 2.2.

3. Results

3.1. Two Selected Dams in This Study

To perform probabilistic forecasting of quarterly inflow and evaluate the results, we must have
data that has been recorded over a long period of time. The Soyanggang dam and the Andong dam
are relatively important among all the multipurpose dams in the Republic of Korea and have long
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periods of recordkeeping. The two dams are located on the Han River basin and the Nakdong River
basin, respectively (Figure 4). The Soyanggang dam was constructed in 1973, and flow records have
been kept since 1974. The Andong dam was constructed in 1976 and has been keeping flow records
since 1977. The basin area of the Soyanggang dam is 2703 km2. Its storage capacity is 2900 × 106 m3,
making it the largest multipurpose dam in the Han River basin. The average yearly flow to the dam is
1750 × 106 m3 and provides 1213 × 106 m3 of water for use every year (Table 2). The Soyanggang dam
supplies industrial water every month and agricultural water from March to October, and does not
provide instream flow (Figure 5a). The Andong dam is located on the Nakdong River, and its basin
area is 1584 km2. The storage capacity of the dam, the largest multipurpose dam in the Nakdong River
basin, is 1248× 106 m3. The average yearly flow to the dam is 940× 106 m3 and provides 926 × 106 m3

of water for use every year (Table 2). The Andong dam supplies industrial water and instream flow
every month and a relatively large amount of agricultural water from April to October (Figure 5b).
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Table 2. Project data of two dams.

Engineering Data Soyanggang Dam Andong Dam

Basin area (km2) 2703 1584
Year completed 1973 1976

Total storage capacity (× 106 m3) 2900 1248
Average yearly inflow (× 106 m3) 1750 940
Yearly water supply (× 106 m3) 1213 926

industrial water 1200 450
agricultural water 13 300

instream flow - 176

To forecast quarterly inflow, the calendar year was divided into four quarters: the first quarter is from
January to March; the second from April to June; the third from July to September; the fourth from October
to December. Total inflow volume of water to a reservoir for a quarter is referred to as the quarterly inflow.
Figure 6 shows the quarterly operational records of the Soyanggang and Andong dams. The average
amount of third quarter inflow to the Soyanggang dam is 1439 × 106 m3, and the standard deviation is
608× 106 m3. The smallest third quarter inflow was recorded in 2014. At that time, the third quarter inflow
was 513× 106 m3, which is around 35% of the average inflow. Additionally, in 2015, the third quarter inflow
of the Soyanggang dam was 578× 106 m3, which is 40% of the average inflow. The average third quarter
inflow of the Andong dam is 607× 106 m3, and the standard deviation is 278× 106 m3. In 2015, when the
third quarter inflow of the Andong dam was the smallest, it was 98× 106 m3, which is 16% of the average
inflow. Unlike the Soyanggang dam, the third quarter inflow of the Andong dam in 2013 was smaller than
that in 2014. The third quarter inflow in 2013 was 243× 106 m3, which is 40% of the average inflow. As can
be realized from the two dam's inflow states, the drought that occurred in the Republic of Korea from 2013
to 2015 was fairly severe. We used the quarterly inflow data from the first year of observation to 2010 to
train the copula-based Bayesian network model. The quarterly inflow data from 2011 and 2016 were used
to verify the forecast results from the trained copula-based Bayesian network module.
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3.2. Quarterly Inflow Forecasting Curves Conforming to Drought Stages

To create a copula-based Bayesian network, we must first determine the best distribution of the
quarterly inflow. Figures 7 and 8 show histograms and five probability distribution curves calculated
from the parameters estimated by the MLE from the quarterly inflow data for the Soyanggang dam
and the Andong dam, respectively. Table 3 shows the results of the K–S test with a significance level α
set at 0.05. In Table 3, the values shown in bold are the smallest values of Dn that do not exceed the
threshold values. The lognormal distribution is found to be the best fit to the quarterly inflow volumes
in the case of the Andong dam, except for those of the third quarter. These results are different from
those of Gusyev et al. [32], who used gamma distributions to fit the inflow data. Rather, it is similar to
the results of Madadgar and Moradkhani [25], who found that the lognormal distribution is suitable
for the flow data at Gunnison River for all quarters except for the second.

Table 4 shows the results of calculating the correlation coefficient of the inflows between the two
successive quarters, which is a variable used in the Gaussian copula function. Looking at Table 4,
the correlation coefficients of the inflows between two successive quarters at the Soyanggang dam,
with the exception of that between the first and second quarters, are not large. On the other hand, in the
case of the Andong dam, the inflow correlation coefficients between the first and second quarters and
between the second and third quarters were found to be larger than those between other successive
quarters. These results indicate proportional dependence between the inflows in the second and third
quarters and the inflows in the previous quarters.
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Table 3. The Dn value of the K–S test.

Dam Distribution
Quarter Threshold

ValueFirst Second Third Fourth

Soyanggang

Lognormal 0.0724 0.0636 0.0898 0.1242

0.219
Gamma 0.1062 0.0898 0.1110 0.1583
Gumbel 0.2189 0.2029 0.1534 0.2334
Weibull 0.1169 0.1127 0.1261 0.1601

Gaussian 0.1691 0.1570 0.1438 0.2082

Andong

Lognormal 0.0915 0.1001 0.1057 0.0813

0.232
Gamma 0.1267 0.1123 0.0771 0.1072
Gumbel 0.2457 0.1930 0.1288 0.2396
Weibull 0.1394 0.1038 0.0736 0.1380

Gaussian 0.1871 0.1205 0.0932 0.1713

Table 4. The correlation coefficient of each quarter’s inflow to that of prior quarter.

Dam First and Second
Quarters

Second and Third
Quarters

Third and Fourth
Quarters

Fourth and First
Quarters

Soyanggang 0.4781 0.0543 –0.1770 0.0739
Andong 0.3767 0.4828 0.1281 0.1831
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The previously determined probability distribution of quarterly inflow and the Gaussian copula
function were used to create the two dams’ copula-based Bayesian networks. Figures 9 and 10 show
the quarterly inflow forecasting curves conforming to drought stages that were determined using the
networks. In the figures, the horizontal axis denotes the previous quarter’s inflow, and the vertical axis
denotes the next quarter’s inflow. The black circles in the figures show the observed quarterly inflows
from 2011 to 2016. In Figure 9b, the second quarter inflow forecasting curves conforming to drought
stages show a trend due to the effect of the correlation coefficient of inflow between the first and
second quarters. There, however, are few such trends for the other quarters. Looking at the forecasting
curves of the third quarter inflow conforming to drought stages (Figure 9c), there are two observed
quarterly inflows that are much less than the other observed quarterly inflows. The two values, which
represent the observed inflows in the third quarters of 2014 and 2015 during severe droughts at the
Soyanggang dam, are located close to the curve that corresponds to the drought stage of D3. If a
drought had occurred in the second quarter of 2014 and 2015 and a drought was forecast for the third
quarter, it would have been possible to forecast adequately the quarterly inflows corresponding to
these two observed values. The observed quarterly inflows in the fourth quarter are substantially
larger than those indicated by the quarterly inflow forecasting curves (Figure 9d). Since the average of
these inflows is about one-ninth of the average of the observed quarterly inflows in the third quarter,
the above errors do not significantly affect the water supply operation of the reservoir.
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In the case of the Andong dam, the correlation coefficients of inflows between the first and second
quarters and between the second and third quarters were relatively large. As a result, the slopes of
the second quarter inflow forecasting curves (Figure 10b) and the third quarter inflow forecasting
curves conforming to drought stages (Figure 10c) were larger than the slopes of the other two quarters’
curves. There are two observed inflows located in the vicinity of the D2 and D3 curves on the third
quarter inflow forecast curves (Figure 10c). These points are the observed third quarter inflows for
2013 and 2015. For the inflows corresponding to these two points, if droughts had occurred in the
second quarters of 2013 and 2015 and droughts had been forecast for the third quarters, they could
have been adequately forecasted.
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3.3. Quarterly Drought Forecast Results

Figure 11 shows the calculation results of the quarterly SII of the two dams. In Figure 11, the black
area with the SII below zero represents droughts. Figure 11a clearly shows that the Soyanggang dam
experienced extreme droughts (SII < −2.0) in 2014 and 2015. Figure 11b shows that the Andong dam
experienced moderate droughts (−1.0 ≤ SII < −1.5) in 2013 and 2014 and extreme drought in 2015.

Before verifying the drought forecasting, we evaluated the drought forecasting accuracy during
the training period of the Bayesian network. The results showed that, in the case of the Soyanggang
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dam, drought forecasting had a 75% probability of success, and, in the case of the Andong dam,
drought forecasting had a 65% probability of success, meaning the probabilities of drought forecasting
success at both dams were not low.
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Figure 12 shows the drought forecast results for the verification period from 2011 to 2016, as
a result of the probability that the SII for the next quarter will be less than or equal to zero, that is,
the drought occurrence probability. In the third quarters of 2014 and 2015 (Figure 12a), the probabilities
of drought occurrence in the Soyanggang dam exceeded 50%, and in reality, extreme droughts occurred
with an SII value of −2 or less. These results mean that drought forecasts were reliable for the two
quarters if the threshold probability of drought occurrence was set at 50%. In the case of the Andong
dam, however, in the third quarter of 2013 (Figure 12b), when a moderate drought with an SII of
−1.2 occurred in reality, the probability of a drought occurrence was calculated to be below 50%.
It is believed that this result occurred due to the large correlation coefficient of inflows between the
second and third quarter SIIs. Specifically, the SII of the Andong dam in the second quarter of 2013
was larger than zero in reality. Because of this, the non-exceedance probability that the SII is less
than or equal to zero in the third quarter was forecasted to be small, since the SII in the third quarter
has a large correlation coefficient with the SII in the second quarter. Unlike 2013, the probability
of a drought occurrence in the third quarter of 2015 was forecasted to be high because the second
quarter SII was small. This means that the drought forecasting method has limitations in forecasting
moderate droughts that randomly occur without relation to the prior quarter’s SII at reservoirs with a
large correlation coefficient for the SIIs of successive quarters. On the other hand, it was successful to
forecast extreme droughts that occur after some continued droughts.
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3.4. Quarterly Inflow Forecast Results

The results of quarterly inflow forecasting without or with drought forecasting under a threshold
probability of drought occurrence of 50% are shown in Figure 13 and Tables 5 and 6. In the absence of
drought forecasts, the estimates of the quarterly inflow for the third quarter in 2014 and 2015 were
excessive when the Soyanggang dam area experienced droughts (Figure 13a). So were those in 2013
and 2015 of the Andong dam (Figure 13b). On the other hand, the solid lines of the circular symbols
in Figure 13 show the forecast results of the quarterly inflow, combined with drought forecasts with
a 50% threshold probability of drought occurrence. In the case of the Soyanggang dam, the forecast
inflow of the third quarter, combined with drought forecast, showed an absolute error of 14.2% in
2014 and 18.6% in 2015 (Table 5). Those results reasonably match the extreme drought records. This is
because, in both years, the drought occurrence was forecasted in the third quarter due to the effect of a
D3 drought in the previous quarter, and the quarterly inflow forecasting curve corresponding to D4
was used to predict the third quarter inflow. In the case of the Andong dam, the forecast inflow of the
third quarter, combined with drought forecast, showed an absolute error of 32.1% in 2015 (Table 6),
which reasonably matches the extreme drought record. The quarterly inflow forecast for the third
quarter 2013, having experienced a moderate drought in reality, however, was still excessive due
to the limitations of drought forecasting previously mentioned in Section 3.2. Furthermore, there
was a tendency to forecast small amounts of inflows for many quarters. We believe that the forecast
showed this tendency because the threshold probability of drought occurrence was set at 50% and
the correlation coefficient between the second and third quarter inflows were high. In the case of the
Andong dam, the correlation coefficient between the second and third quarter inflows was high, so the
third quarter forecast inflow changed proportionally to the second quarter inflow. This characteristic
had an effect on the correlation coefficient of the SII as well, and, even though the second quarter SII is
slightly smaller than zero, the probability of drought occurrence in the third quarter was calculated
to be large. That is, in the case of the Andong dam, setting the threshold probability of drought
occurrence at 50% means that frequent drought forecasts can occur. In actuality, during the 40 years
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for which Andong dam inflow data exists, there have been 67 quarters where the actual drought index
was below zero out of a total of 160 quarters. When the threshold probability of drought occurrence
was set at 50% in the drought forecasting, the number of times a drought was forecast for all quarters
was 82, which is 15 more than the actual number of times droughts occurred.

The solid line of triangular symbols in Figure 14 shows the results when the threshold probability
of drought occurrence is increased to 55% in the case of the Andong dam to improve the tendency to
forecast small amounts of inflows for many quarters. The quarterly inflow forecasts were surely larger
and produced smaller absolute errors for the third quarter in 2012 and the second quarters in 2013 and
2015. The absolute error of the inflow forecast for the third quarter of 2015, when an extreme drought
occurred, was further reduced to 9.4% (Table 6). The forecast inflows of the third quarter in 2014 and
2016 were smaller than the observed values. If, in such a case, the actual quarterly inflow increases,
the drought response measures are withdrawn and water supply is normally carried out, resulting in
very little damage to the water user.
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Table 5. Quarterly inflow forecasting errors for the Soyanggang dam.

Cases
Absolute Error for
the Third Quarter

2014 (%)

Absolute Error for
the Third Quarter

2015 (%)

Range of Absolute
Error for the Third

Quarter (%)

Range of Absolute
Error for All
Quarters (%)

BN forecast without
drought forecast 103.6 93.3 4.1–103.6 3.2–103.6

BN forecast with
drought forecast by

50% criteria
14.2 18.6 4.1–48.0 3.2–100.1

Table 6. Quarterly inflow forecasting errors for the Andong Dam.

Cases
Absolute Error for
the Third Quarter

2013 (%)

Absolute Error for
the Third Quarter

2015 (%)

Range of Absolute
Error for the Third

Quarter (%)

Range of Absolute
Error for All
Quarters (%)

BN forecast without
drought forecast 169.7 355.6 2.2–355.6 1.2–355.6

BN forecast with
drought forecast by

50% criteria
169.7 32.1 32.1–169.7 1.2–169.7

BN forecast with
drought forecast by

55% criteria
169.7 9.4 9.4–169.7 1.2–169.7

4. Conclusions

In this study, we used a copula-based Bayesian network combined with drought forecasting to
forecast the quarterly inflows of multipurpose dams. The study's target dams were the Soyanggang
dam and the Andong dam, and 2011–2016 quarterly inflow data was used to evaluate the accuracy of
the forecast results. The calendar year was divided into four quarters: the first quarter is from January
to March; the second from April to June; the third from July to September; the fourth from October
to December. After the probability distribution of quarterly inflow was determined, a lognormal
distribution was found to be the best fit to the quarterly inflow volumes of the Andong dam, except
for those of the third quarter. In the case of the Soyanggang dam, the correlation coefficient of inflows
between two successive quarters was very small with the exception of the first-second quarters. In the
case of the Andong dam, the correlation coefficients of inflows for the first-second quarters and the
second-third quarters were large, but the correlation coefficients of inflows for the other two quarters
were calculated to be small. We used the copula-based Bayesian network to determine the quarterly
inflow forecasting curves conforming to drought stages, and we then used the standardized inflow
index (SII) to forecast quarterly droughts. In the drought forecasts, we calculated the probability
distribution of the SII for a quarter based on the previous quarter’s SII, found the non-exceedance
probability of the drought index being less than or equal to zero, and compared it to the threshold
probability of drought occurrence.

We drew the following conclusions from the study results. The results of quarterly inflow
forecasting by a Bayesian network without drought forecasting are unsuitable for future inflow
predictions for operating a dam. If drought forecasting is not used, then the inflow of the next quarter
is simply the value with the largest probability density function out of the next-quarter probability
inflows based on the previous quarter. Because of this characteristic, the inflow forecast results were
very poor when droughts occurred at the two dams.

When drought forecasting is used, there is a need to vary the threshold probability of drought
occurrence according to the hydrologic characteristics of the dam. We believe that the reason the
proper threshold probability of drought occurrence is different for each dam is that the correlation
coefficients of inflows between successive quarters are different for the two dams. According to the
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results of this study, the threshold probability of drought occurrence must be slightly larger than 50%
for dams with a large correlation coefficient of inflows between successive quarters, and the threshold
probability of drought occurrence does not need to be made large for dams with a small correlation
coefficient of inflows between successive quarters.

Under the above limitations, reasonable estimates of drought inflow to a reservoir may be
forecasted by combining the drought forecasting with the probabilistic forecasting of quarterly inflow
using a copula-based Bayesian network.

In the future, one can apply the techniques used in this study to other dams, and proper threshold
probabilities of drought occurrence according to the dams’ hydrological characteristics might be
screened. We can also consider methods for finding a threshold probability of drought occurrence that
minimizes the absolute error using an optimization technique. Finally, if weather forecasts are reliable,
they can be used in drought forecasting.
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